
WEBCON BPS 2020.1 
history of changes for version 2020.1.3.355 

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS 
l Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to 

refresh licenses before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary 
downtime.  

 

l If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please 
verify whether the changes will impact your implemented system in any way. 

 

Changes to existing features 
[General] 

l The method of defining the system language has changed. Until now, the 
language was set under System settings -> Global parameters -> Translation 
languages using the ‘User’s default language’ parameter. It has now been 
replaced with the ‘System language’ parameter. The new ‘System language’ 
can be set to any language from the ‘Interface language packs’ that is set to 
‘Visible’. Additional options allow you to configure whether end-users will be 
able to set their own language (Suggest language option) or if the language 
will be unchangeable to end-users (Force language option). Due to these 
changes, the way the language selected by the end-user via Portal is now 
stored in a dedicated ‘User profile’ for each user. When upgrading from earlier 
versions of the system, the new ‘System language’ parameter will be set to the 
value of the old ‘User’s default language’ parameter. This will only take place if 
the language in question is marked as ‘Visible’ in the ‘Interface language 
packs’ section. If it is not, the ‘System language’ will be set to ‘en-US’. During the 
upgrade, all data stored in the TranslateUserLangs table will be moved to the 
new UserProfiles table (found in the Configuration database). The 
TranslateUserLangs table will be deleted. In order to maintain compatibility 
with older system versions, in place of the deleted TranslateUserLangs table, a 
view will be created that has an identical structure and returns an identical 



range of data.  

 

l The mechanism for selecting which translation will be used for configurable 
elements in the system (e.g. names of applications, form fields, steps) has been 
altered. From now on, the translations will be selected based on the 
application language (forced by global/application settings or chosen by the 
end user). If a translation does not exist for the selected display language, the 
text shown to the end user will be the ‘Original text’ entered as the name of the 
translatable element (application, form field, step etc.). 

 

New features 
[General] 

l In the configuration of mass notifications it is now possible to set the notification 
language and the notification language for new users (i.e. users that have not 
yet logged into WEBCON BPS Portal). This configuration is available under 
System settings -> Global parameters -> E-mail notifications -> Mass 
notifications. When upgrading from earlier versions of the system, the 
‘Notification language’ parameter will be set to ‘According to user settings’ by 
default, and the ‘Notification language for new users’ parameter will be set to 
the language chosen as the ‘Database language’ during system installation.  

 

[Applications] 

l It is now possible to set a default notification language for new users (i.e. users 
that have not yet logged into WEBCON BPS Portal). This configuration is 
available for each application under Application -> General. It is possible to 
select between one of the available translation languages defined in the 
system or use the language set in the global settings. When upgrading from 
earlier versions of the system, the configuration will be set to ‘According to 
global settings’ by default. 

 

Bug fixes 
[General] 

l Fixed an error which caused KPI analyses not to be displayed on the step.  

 

l Fixed an error occurring when using Polish characters in the AD account name. 

 

l Fixed an error which caused item list form fields not to appear in the instance 
history on the Classic form.  

 



l Fixed a API license manager error which caused error 500 when invoking.  

 

[Portal] 

l Fixed an issue with the logout mechanism if the ADFS authentication was used.  

 

l Search engine on the report has been improved.  

 

l Fixed the display of the text cursor in search fields.  

 

l Mass actions on the report were improved. 

 

l Fixed an error which caused a scroll next to attachments' category list not to 
appear.  

 

[Modern form] 

l Fixed an item list bug which prevented from adding a custom value if the field 
was a source for another target field. 

 

l Fixed a display error of the item list column requiredness prompt. 

 

l Fixed a bug in rules executed on value change which could be executed 
before a value is set on the same form field.  

 

l Fixed an error which caused the preview of a GIF attachment not to display 
properly.  

 

[Data sources] 

l Fixed a date conversion error in data source filters which caused an exception. 

 

[Web Part] 

l Internet Explorer browser now supports drag&drop mechanism for reports 
embedded on Modern Web Parts.  

 

[Mobile app] 

l Fixed a display error of the form fields created on Classic form in the mobile 



view.  

 


